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Nonlinearity, Scaling Trends of Quasi-Ballistic Graphene Field Effect 

Transistors Targeting RF Applications  

Abstract— Ballistic transport based graphene field effect transistor 

(GFET) is the emerging nanoelectronics device technology, which is 

promising to add a new dimension to electronic devices and to replace 

conventional silicon technology, especially for radio frequency 

applications. In this paper, the radio (GHz) frequency static linearity and 

nonlinearity performance potential are analyzed for the ballistic approach 

GFET under the ballistic transport regime. This work explores the static 

linearity of graphene FET mathematically under the quasi-ballistic 

transport regime along with the scaling outlook of the GFETs at four 

different channel lengths. The proposed model explores close 

mathematical expressions for Harmonic distortion, intermodulation 

distortion, and interception points and also depicted them in graphical 

form. The second and third order harmonics and intermodulation 

distortions are analyzed with help of mathematical analysis of drain 

current equation formulated using Mckelvey’s flux theory (MFT). The 

presented expressions are validated through a nonlinear output 

characteristic curve (Drain current versus drain voltage) at channel lengths 

of 140, 240, 300, and 1000 nm. The nonlinearity effect and its impact on 

the radio frequency electronic application of the quasi-ballistic and 

ballistic approach GFETs is one of the important prospects and is 

tabulated in Table 1 for more clarity with the particular models and 

respective frequencies. 



Keywords: Graphene field effect transistor, Quasi-ballistic transport, 

Nonlinearity, Harmonic and intermodulation distortion. 

  

Introduction:  

GFETs modeling and simulation play an important role in the research and development 

of the Technology Computer-Aided Design (TCAD) tools which are dedicated to 2D 

electronic device design. Electronic device designing tools are useful to simulate and 

develop advanced device structure and circuit applications. Conventional FETs 

modeling was dedicated to silicon technology only. Since silicon technology based 

electronics has reached its scalable limit. Further, channel length scaling for the Si 

based MOSFET produces many short channel effects and thermal heat in the integrated 

circuits (ICs). Thus for the advancement of technology with time and hilarious research 

interest in the two dimensional MOSFET technology recently, graphene is found as a 

novel electronic material. Graphene is an atomically thick 2D material and transition 

metal chalcogenide (TMDs) are being researched with great effort to use their 

exceptional electronic properties. Graphene is the most promising and research interest 

2D material for future electronic devices as it has very high electron mobility (2 x 10
5
 

cm
2
V

-1
S

-1
), which can reduce many of the short channel effects at nanometer 

technology [1-3]. While graphene on silicon oxide base degrades its most fascinating 

properties (very high electron mobility ~ 10
4 

cm
2
V

-1
S

-1
) also no bandgap in graphene 

limits the scope of graphene based logic transistor. The literature [4-6] has also reported 

about the scope of graphene based high speed and RF electronics application. The 

hexagonal Boron Nitride (hBN) is an appealing and supporting 2D dielectric material 

which shown three to four times improved electron mobility (4 x 10
4
 cm

2
V

-1
S

-1
) as a 

comparison to the SiO2 as reported in [7]. Hexagonal Boron Nitride (hBN) as 2D 



dielectric material also supports to improve the RF performance metrics like high-

intrinsic transit frequency and unity-power-gain frequency of GFETs. Modeling and 

simulation of the graphene FETs with a base as Sio2/hBN has been reported since the 

discovery of graphene. Graphene based FETs modeling reported the very first time was 

graphene field effect device in 2007[8]. Many other GFETs modelling has also reported 

the intrinsic transit frequency comparable to or higher than similar size CMOS 

nanometre technology [9-12], some other reports drain current formulation for the 

GFETs based on drift-diffusion equation [13-15]. A virtual source technique, basic 

physics based [16-18] and quasi-ballistic transport mechanism or MFT based [19-21] 

also has been reported. Two best fit transport approaches of an electron through the 

channel used for the formulation of drain current are Landauer’s charge based and 

Mckelvey’s flux based. The first approach is based on the charge carrier coherence 

concept given by Landauer, applicable to only low level voltage and temperature [19]. 

The second approach is Mckelvey flux theory based. MFT techniques are compatible 

with standard circuit simulators for circuit designing and they can be used to analyze the 

GFET Model [21-22]. At the same time, Landauer approaches discussed above are not 

sufficient to capture all magnificent regions of GFETs along with quasi-ballistic 

transport mobility of charge carriers in the atomic size graphene. The focus of the 

proposed work is quasi-ballistic and ballistic transport GFETs, which explores the very 

long mean free path (300 ±100nm) for carrier density ~10 cm
-2

 at room temperature 

with sigma tight bonding leads to collision free transport i.e. ballistic transport 

approach. The linearity of the GFET models is also an important performance metric 

because for RF devices and circuits a very weak signal is processed in presence of 

strong interference. Since only a few models are reported the linearity and nonlinearity 

study of the GFETs, such as Static nonlinearity [23] and RF linearity [24] of GFETs 



which explains the nonlinear impact of the single layer graphene at the nanometre 

technology of diffusive transport approach only. Since the graphene channel is ballistic 

transported at nm technology, there is scope for the study of nonlinearity for the quasi-

ballistic and ballistic GFETs. 

 

Figure 1. cross-sectional view of the proposed GFET device with the basic electrostatic 

parametric details, in figure 1.b equivalent capacitance of the GFET model, in figure 1.c view of 

the proposed model GFET with the equivalent capacitance of the GFET model of GFET. 

 

This nonlinear study of GFETs in this work is being organized in a very explicit 

way, there are five sections. The first section introduces graphene properties, its 

limitation towards logic devices, its favorable properties towards the RF applications, 

and also reports hBN as a supportive dielectric bed. The section first continued to 

explain GFETs various modelling and lighten up the scope and research interest for the 

nonlinear study of quasi-ballistic GFETs, which is also a novelty of this work. Section 

second presents the drain current nonlinearity mathematically in detail for the quasi-

ballistic approach GFET which is inspired from literature but very first time reported for 



the quasi-ballistic GFETs. The proposed model applies the improved and effective 

mobility concept for the nonlinearity calculation. The third section validates the 

nonlinearity effects, discussing the proposed results and compares them with the 

conventional CMOS models reported earlier in literature. An appendix is also given in 

this work for the simplified and close study of drain current under a quasi-ballistic 

regime. 

Static nonlinearity model:  

The static nonlinearity of GFETs under quasi-ballistic regime can be calculated be 

expanding drain current as Taylor series 

 𝐼"# =	𝑥'𝑉)# + 𝑥+𝑉)#
+ + 𝑥,𝑉)#

, +⋯+ 𝑥.𝑉)#
.      (1) 

while drain current [20] formulation based on Mckelvey’s flux theory (MFT) 

 𝐼"# =
/.(1)345('6789)['6£<(⍵>6⍵?@)/£<(⍵>)]

('C789('6789)£<(⍵>6⍵?@)/£<(⍵>)]
     (2) 

W is here width of GFET, n(x) is charge carrier concentration in graphene channel as an 

ensemble of field dependent charge carrier density, nE and field independent charge 

carrier density called as residual carrier density. So the total carrier concentration 

contributing to the calculation of drain current can be represent mathematically [22] as 

𝑛 𝑥 = 𝑛EG + 𝑛HIJwhere field dependent density of carrier is of more important at 

large value of VLM than (q VLM ≫ KPT) can be written mathematically [21]. 

 𝑛EG =	
QR STU

V

ℏXY V
+

Q Z3[\ 3[\

R ℏXY V
      (3) 

with the usual meaning of symbols, field independent charge carrier is also an ensemble 

of thermally excited (n]) and electron hole puddles adding carriers [29]. 

 𝑛^_` =	
+

R ℏXY V
∆+/2 + 𝜋+ 𝐾P𝑇

+/6      (4) 



and 2D degenerated thermal velocity VUg of graphene layers is found independent of 

𝑉)# (gate to source voltage), which can be arranged in equations [28] 𝑉Ug6+" =

	𝑉Ug 𝜋/2 after putting 2 for (2D) graphene sheet. Now the next element of drain 

current is backscattering coefficient 𝑟iJ, is another parameter independent of 𝑉)# 

directly, and can be solve mathematically as [22, 25]  

𝑟iJ =	

<.k	lm9nopp

VqrT4s

t u

VrT4
'Cvwxy

qt u

VrT4
Cz{<

       (5) 

with λ as mean free path in the graphene channel which can be formulated 

mathematically as λ = 	ℏµ( 𝜋𝑛/2). Where symbols have there usual meaning. µIYY is 

the quasi-ballistic phenomenal effective mobility given by Mathiessen’s rule [27], 

which could be described mathematically as  

 
'

~opp
=	

'

~�
+	

'

~T
       (6) 

where µ� is 16ϵ� ℏ𝑣𝑓
+/𝑞,𝑛]�^ formulated in [30] i. e. this part of mobility is 

inversely proportional to the injected impurity and has important role of scattering. Now 

the ballistic transport contributing mobility µP is 	𝑞	𝐿	/𝑚 ∗ 𝑉Ug6+" i. e. ballistic 

phenomenal mobility is inversely proportional to the thermal velocity. So as it is very 

obvious that total or effective mobility is depends on both factor impurity as well as 

very thermal velocity into the two dimensional material graphene and is independent of 

the gate to source voltage𝑉)#. One more parameter in drain current is£'(⍵G −

⍵"#)/£'(⍵G), is the Fermi-Dirac integral of order one defined by Blakemore. Where 

⍵G is equal to (𝐸G 	 − 𝐸L)/𝐾P𝑇 and ⍵"# is equal to(𝑞𝑉"#)/𝐾P𝑇with𝐸G is equal to 

𝑞𝑉LM. So first ⍵G Fermi-Dirac integral is also depends upon the gate to source voltage 

𝑉)#. The additional and interesting fact is that 𝑉LM is one more parameter depends on 

𝑉)#in the drain current formulation [12], which could be elaborate mathematically as 

function of parametric capacitances in channel of 2D GFET. 



 𝐼"# 	=
� PCL3[\

V (1) 	('6789)['6£<(⍵>6⍵?@)/£<(⍵>)]

('C789C('6789)£<(⍵>6⍵?@)/£<(⍵>)]
   (8) 

where A, B and C are constant of value 𝑊.𝑉Ug, 𝑞𝜋 	𝐾P𝑇
+/3 ℏ𝑣G

+ and 𝑞,/𝜋 ℏ𝑣G
+ 

are respectively, when all elementary constant has their usual meaning. Note that here in 

(7) the carrier density n(x) parameter includes Electric field dependent and independent 

but for the further calculation only 𝑛EG part is used and residual carrier density to 

minimize the leakage current. By simplified and modified the drain current (8) in 

appendix and using (7) a direct relation between the gate voltages and reference 

voltages can be modelled as 

𝐼"# =
�PC�L

.
<

	����	�		����	�	�	.k	��
(3�9���

6
l �

V
)L���6(3�98���

6
l �

V
)L8��

𝟐

  H

'C 6¡ H
 (9) 

where P, Q and R are fitting parameters, 
'.¢	3m9~opp

+£	STUz
, 

'.¢	3m9~opp

+£	STUz
V
and 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

3m9

¦TU
, 

respectively function of drain voltage, effective mobility, mean free path and Channel 

length as mention in appendix with details. 

 

Linearity and nonlinearity of GFET under ballistic transportation phenomenon, 

as state above in (1) can be calculated by differentiating the drain current (𝐼"#) with 

respect to gate to source voltage (𝑉)#). Thus to find coefficient of Taylor series to 

elaborate the nonlinearity of GFET as reported by S. Rodriguez in [23] can be done in 

this way 𝑉�J − 𝑉�J� − 𝑉 J . The unknown coefficients of the Taylor's series can be find 

by simply differentiating the drain current equation of the Bilayer GFET. Taylor’s series 

(X', X+, X,) coefficients can be used further to formulate the harmonic distortion (HD) 

and intermodulation Distortions as follows 

𝑥' =
©ª?@

©3«@
=	

�L(+3�9���
∗L���

V C+3898���∗L8��
V 6+3�9���

∗L���∗+3898���∗L���)  H

	¬���	C		¬���	C	�	.¢	¬� 'C 6¡ H
  (10) 



𝑥+ =
©+ª?@

©3,«@
= −

�L(+L���
V C+L8��

V 6+3�9���
∗L���∗+3898���∗L8��)  H

	¬���	C		¬���	C	�	.¢	¬� 'C 6¡ H
   

 (11) 

𝑥, =
©,ª?@

©3,«@
=

�L(+∗+L���∗L8��)  H

	¬���	C		¬���	C	�	.¢	¬� 'C 6¡ H
      (12) 

these coefficients can be use for the further calculation regards finding the nonlinearity 

for the quasi-ballistic transport approached GFET, which can represent mathematically 

as harmonic distortion and intermodulation of order first, second and third like as 

follows. Since to the order one is basic and useful information of device model so 

harmonic distortion of second order is  

HD+ =
'

+

1V

1<
𝑉)# =

(+L���
V C+L8��

V 6+3�9���
∗L���∗+3898���∗L8��)3̄

(+3�9���
∗L���

V C+3898���∗L8��
V 6+3�9���

∗L���∗+3898���∗L���)
  (13) 

and the harmonic distortion of third order is 

HD, =
'

°

1Z

1<
𝑉)#
+ =

(L���∗L8��)3̄
V

(+3�9���
∗L���

V C+3898���∗L8��
V 6+3�9���

∗L���∗+3898���∗L���)
  (14) 

Similarly, to find the intermodulation distortion of order one is very simple and so 

intermodulation distortion of order second is 

IM+ =
1V

1<
𝑉)# =

(+L���
V C+L8��

V 6+3�9���
∗L���∗+3898���∗L8��)3̄

(+3�9���
∗L���

V C+3898���∗L8��
V 6+3�9���

∗L���∗+3898���∗L���)
  (15) 

And the intermodulation distortion of third order 

IM, =	
,

°

1Z

1<
𝑉)#
+ =

,(L���∗L8��)3̄
V

°(+3�9���
∗L���

V C+3898���∗L8��
V 6+3�9���

∗L���∗+3898���∗L���)
  (16) 

Result and discussion:  

The nonlinear study of the quasi-ballisticm GFETs can be done statically as well as by 

the observation of potential performance at high frequency. The high frequency 

performance of GFETs gets affected due to the presence of the parasitic capacitances at 

short channel length that adds nonlinearity effect to the GFETs characteristic. The 



above section explains static nonlinearity in mathematical equations and this section 

present and validates the graphical and tabular form of the nonlinearity of the GFETs 

under the quasi-ballistic regime in a very novel way. Nonlinearity effects and influences 

the GFETs performance by the addition of harmonic and intermodulation distortions, 

which results in lowering the gain of the GFETs, shifts in the DC offsets, and cross 

modulation of the AM/PM, etc. 

Table 1 listed the nonlinearity characteristics of high frequency operation of GFETs. 

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

The Table 1 present and compare the RF nonlinearity characteristic of the 

GFETs at different channel length and frequency. Table 1 also presents IIP3 (input 

intercept points) of the third order and total gain compression for the available and 

proposed model. The bar graph given in Fig. 2 shows the static and RF nonlinearity by 

the column, stacked, and area chart for the proposed modelled, and CMOS field effect 

devices. The analytical outcomes of the proposed GFET model and simulated result 

values are compared with the CMOS technology with help of harmonic distortions and 

intermodulation distortions of second order and third order. HDs and IMs are validating 

the nonlinear character of the proposed ballistic GFET model. 

 

Ref.  Operating  

Frequency  

IIP3 

(dBm) 

Conversi

on loss 

(dB) 

L(um) 

[31] 10MHz 13.8 ~30 to 40  2  

[32] 30GHz 12.8 19 0.5  

[33] NA 4.9 20-22 1  

[34] NA 22 ~15 0.25 

[34] NA 27 10 2  

[35] 2GHz 19 5 0.75 

[36] 4.3GHz 30 10 0.24 

[37] 300MHz 20 15 0.5 

[38] NA 17 17 2.4 

[24] NA 13.8 22 0.44 

proposed 30GHz 12.6 18.4 0.14 

proposed 30GHz 12.8 18.8 0.30 



This section validates and compares the dynamic nonlinear characteristic curves 

of ballistic transport nature GFET at various channel lengths (L = 140, 240, 300, and 

1000 nm) as shown in below figure 3. Nonlinearity effects can be very easily visualized 

in figure 3.a, 3.b, 3.c, and 3.d, at very low gate voltage I-V characteristic curve show 

nonlinear gradual increment and turn with kinks at a higher value of drain voltage. 

Characteristic curve crossover for the different gate voltages can be easily seen in figure 

3. which is because of these kinks in the I-V characteristic curves. These crossovers in 

characteristic curves for the increasing gate voltage prove and justify the linearity, 

scaling and nonlinearity of the characteristic behavior of drain current of the ballistic 

approached GFETs. The scaling of channel length and nonlinearity of drain current is 

very much related as seen in all four graphs of figure 3 at various channel length of (L = 

140, 240, 300, and 1000 nm) for increasing drain to source voltage (from 0 to 2 V). The 

figure 3.a drain current versus drain voltage output characteristic curve is showing the 

highly nonlinear behaviour of the curve at 1000nm. The figure 3.b at 300nm also shows 

nonlinearity at low (0 to 1V) drain voltage and shows linear shape after 1V drain 

voltage value. The figure 3.c shows the almost linear curve of current and voltage, while 

a kink is present at 1.25V at a low gate voltage value and this kink is absent at a higher 

value of gate voltage. The figure 3.d is shown the linear curve of output drain current 

and voltage at all (0 to 2V) drain voltage. This work inspired by the static nonlinearity 

of the non-ballistic transport approach [23], presents the static and dynamic nonlinearity 

of the quasi-ballistic GFETs model. The validation and comparison have been done 

with help of bar graphs (figure 2), RF frequency nonlinearity table 1, and dynamic 

nonlinearity drains current characteristic (figure 3). The dynamic nonlinear 

characteristic behaviour very well matched and compared with the reported work [16, 



21]. All the simulated results are shown in Fig. 3 are drawn by lines while all the 

analytical outcome values are drawn by squares (symbols). 

 

Figure 2: Non-linear behaviour of the bilayer graphene field effect transistors (GFET) shown with bar 

graph as the static nonlinearity by the column, stacked and area chart for the proposed modelled, and 

CMOS field effect devices. 

a

b



c

d 
Figure 3: Non-linear characteristic behavior of the quasi-ballistic GFETs. figure 3.a Ids vs Vds output 

characteristic curve is showing highly nonlinear behavior of curve at 1000nm. Figure. 3.b at 300nm also 

shows nonlinearity at low (0 to 1V) drain voltage and shows linear shape after 1V drain voltage value. 

Figure 3.c shows the almost linear curve of current and voltage at 240nm, while a kink is present at 1.25V 

at a low gate voltage value. Figure 3.d is shown the linear curve of output drain current and voltage at all 

(0 to 2V) drain voltage at 140nm. All the simulated results are shown in figure 3 are drawn by lines while 

all the analytical outcome values are drawn by squares (symbols). 

Conclusion:  

Since the nonlinearity of the particular devices is a great source of noise in the 

nanoelectronics device application based on GFETs. So the linearity and nonlinearity of 

the ballistic transport approach GFETs is of paramount necessity. Thus an explicit 

nonlinearity characteristic behaviour of the ballistic transport approach GFET presented 

in this work has a significant importance in this advanced nanotech era. This work is a 

comparison of GFETs at various scaling channel lengths for the proposed model and 



simulation results in line graphs. 
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Apendix:  

The drain current for the four terminal GFET devices can be modified for simplicity of 

the calculation and to make modelling effective to the EDA tool developers. From (3) 

and (4) total charge density can be compiled as 

  𝑛 𝑥 =
Q Z3[\ 3[\

R ℏXp
V + 𝐶… ..      (17) 

where C here is constant with the useful scientific values of the symbols used in (3) and 

(4) and 𝒗𝒇 Fermi velocity is 10
6 
m/sec at room temperature[1]. For the particular value 

of extrinsic electric field (E), fixed channel length (140nm, 300nm) and mean free path 

length, mentioned in detail in the introduction section backscattering coefficient (riJ) 

could also be simplified in an explicit math equation from (5) as a function of V`J and 

µ𝒆𝒇𝒇, where C is again constant with other notations as usual scientific symbols 

  𝑟iJ =	
'.¢	3m9~opp

+£	STUz
/𝐶       (18) 

and Fermi-Dirac integral solved by Blackmore [39, 26] of order one can also be 

simplified more explicitly as a function of V`J  only as  

 £'(⍵G) =
'

'CI1^
u{u>
rT4

𝑑𝐸
º

�
      (19) 

and which can be approximated as 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −
(E6»>)

¦TU
 and so £𝟏(⍵𝑭 −⍵𝑫𝑺)/£𝟏(⍵𝑭) can be 

a function of drain voltage only as 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −
3m9

¦TU
 after simplification of the exponential 



math’s. Thus a proper drain current and gate voltage relation can be present 

mathematically as  

 𝐼"# 	=
� PCL3[\

V (1) 	('6
<.k	lm9nopp

Vq	rT4s
)['6I{ÀÁÂ/ÃÄÅ]

[('C
<.k	lm9nopp

Vq	rT4s
6

<.k	lm9nopp

Vq	rT4s

V

)(I{ÀÁÂ/ÃÄÅ)]

    (20) 
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Table 1: listed the nonlinearity characteristics of high frequency operation of GFETs. 

Figure 1: cross-sectional view of the proposed GFET device with the basic electrostatic 

parametric details, in figure 1.b equivalent capacitance of the GFET model, in figure 1.c 

view of the proposed model GFET with the equivalent capacitance of the GFET model 

of GFET. 

Figure 2: Non-linear behaviour of the bilayer graphene field effect transistors (GFET) 

shown with bar graph as the static nonlinearity by the column, stacked and area chart 

for the proposed modelled, and CMOS field effect devices. 

 

Figure 3: Non-linear characteristic behavior of the quasi-ballistic GFETs. figure 3.a Ids 

vs Vds output characteristic curve is showing highly nonlinear behavior of curve at 

1000nm. Figure. 3.b at 300nm also shows nonlinearity at low (0 to 1V) drain voltage 

and shows linear shape after 1V drain voltage value. Figure 3.c shows the almost linear 

curve of current and voltage at 240nm, while a kink is present at 1.25V at a low gate 

voltage value. Figure 3.d is shown the linear curve of output drain current and voltage at 

all (0 to 2V) drain voltage at 140nm. All the simulated results are shown in figure 3 are 

drawn by lines while all the analytical outcome values are drawn by squares (symbols). 

 

 



Figures

Figure 1

cross-sectional view of the proposed GFET device with the basic electrostatic parametric details, in �gure
1.b equivalent capacitance of the GFET model, in �gure 1.c view of the proposed model GFET with the
equivalent capacitance of the GFET model of GFET.



Figure 2

Non-linear behaviour of the bilayer graphene �eld effect transistors (GFET) shown with bar graph as the
static nonlinearity by the column, stacked and area chart for the proposed modelled, and CMOS �eld
effect devices.



Figure 3

Non-linear characteristic behavior of the quasi-ballistic GFETs. �gure 3.a Ids vs Vds output characteristic
curve is showing highly nonlinear behavior of curve at 1000nm. Figure. 3.b at 300nm also shows
nonlinearity at low (0 to 1V) drain voltage and shows linear shape after 1V drain voltage value. Figure 3.c
shows the almost linear curve of current and voltage at 240nm, while a kink is present at 1.25V at a low
gate voltage value. Figure 3.d is shown the linear curve of output drain current and voltage at all (0 to 2V)
drain voltage at 140nm. All the simulated results are shown in �gure 3 are drawn by lines while all the
analytical outcome values are drawn by squares (symbols).


